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While only one book-length memoir recounting the sojourn of an Australian in France was published in the 1990s, well over 40
have been published since 2000, overwhelmingly written by women. Although we might expect a focus on travel, intercultural
adjustment and communication in these texts, this is the case only in a minority of accounts. More frequently, France serves as a
backdrop to a project of self-renovation in which transplantation to another country is incidental, hence the question ‘What’s
France got to do with it?’ The book delves into what France represents in the various narratives, its role in the self-transformation,
and the reasons for the seemingly insatiable demand among readers and publishers for these stories. It asks why these memoirs
have gained such traction among Australian women at the dawn of the twenty-first century and what is at stake in the fascination
with France.
Portraiture, the most popular genre of painting, occupies a central position in the history of Western art. Despite this, its status
within academic art theory is uncertain. This volume provides an introduction to major issues in its history.
Lively debates around property, access to resources, legal rights, and the protection of livelihoods have unfolded in Vietnam since
the economic reforms of 1986. Known as Doi Moi (changing to the new), these have gradually transformed the country from a
socialist state to a society in which a communist party presides over a neoliberal economy. By exploring the complex relationship
between property, the state, society, and the market, this book demonstrates how both developmental issues and state-society
relations in Vietnam can be explored through the prism of property relations and property rights. The essays in this collection
demonstrate how negotiations over property are deeply enmeshed with dynamics of state formation, and covers debates over the
role of the state and its relationship to various levels of society, the intrusion of global forces into the lives of marginalized
communities and individuals, and how community norms and standards shape and reshape national policy and laws. With
contributors from around the world, this book will be of great interest to students and scholars of East and Southeast Asian
studies, including politics, culture, society, and law, as well as those interested in the role of the state and property relations more
generally.
Ranging widely across countries and centuries, National Thought in Europe critically analyzes the growth of nationalism from its
beginnings in medieval ethnic prejudice to the romantic era’s belief in a national soul. A fertile pan-European exchange of ideas,
often rooted in literature, led to a notion of a nation’s cultural individuality that transformed the map of Europe. By looking deeply
at the cultural contexts of nationalism, Joep Leerssen not only helps readers understand the continent’s past, but he also provides
a surprising perspective on contemporary European identity politics.
"Farce sets out to explore the territory of what makes farce distinct as a comic genre. Its lowly origins date back to the classic
Graeco-Roman theatre; but when formal drama was reborn by the process of elaboration of ritual within the mediaeval Church, the
French term "farce" became synonymous with a recognizable style of comic performance. Taking a wide range of farces from the
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briefest and most basic of fair-ground mountebank performances to fully-fledged five-act structures from the late nineteenth
century, the book reveals the patterns of comic plot and counter-plot that are common to all."--BOOK JACKET.
Contemporary French Women Poets offers the first full-length study, divided into two volumes, of a wide range of women's poetry
in France written over the past forty years. Volume I provides a broad Introduction, eight chapters devoted to individual critical
assessments of the work of Andrée Chedid, Heather Dohollau, Denise Le Dantec, Janine Mitaud, Jacqueline Risset, Anne
Teyssiéras, Esther Tellermann and Marie-Claire Bancquart, followed by a provisional Conclusion and Bibliography. Volume II
recentres the overall analysis via a brief Introduction, then proceeds to offer eight more individual critical evaluations of the work of
Jeanne Hyvrard, Jeannine Baude, Françoise Hàn, Céline Zins, Vénus Khoury-Ghata, Denise Borias, Marie Etienne and AnneMarie Albiach. An overall Conclusion is then developed, followed by a Bibliography.
This book explores composed scores and pre-existing music in French cinema from 1985 to 2015 so as to identify critical musical moments.
It shows how heritage films construct space through music, generating what Powrie calls “third space music,” while also working to contain
the strong women characters found in French heritage films through the use of leitmotifs and musical cues. He analyses fiction films in which
the protagonists perform at the piano, showing how musical performance supports the performance of gender. Building on aspects of musical
performance, and in particular the use of songs performed in films, Powrie uses a database of 300 films since 2010 to theorize the
intervention of music at critical moments as a “crystal-song”. Applying Roland Barthes’s concept of the “punctum” and Gille Deleuze’s
concept of the “crystal-image,” Powrie establishes the importance of the crystal-song, which reconfigures time as a crystallization of past,
present and future.
Your students and users will find biographical information on approximately 300 modern writers in this volume of Contemporary Authors®.
Authors in this volume include: Ira Gershwin Mother Teresa William Strunk, Jr. Thomas Wiloch
Queering Contemporary French Popular Cinema combines close film analysis with a small-scale qualitative investigation of audience
responses to examine images of queerness in contemporary French popular cinema and their reception. Through its blending of the textual
and the empirical, this book provides a unique insight into the ways in which sexuality and gender are represented on the cinema screen, as
well as the spectator reactions they elicit. Since the mid-1990s, depictions of lesbians, gay men, and queer forms of sexual desire and identity
have shifted to the mainstream of French cinematographic representation - as evidenced by the box-office success of a series of highly
commercial comic films, including Gazon maudit (Josiane Balasko, 1995), Pédale douce (Gabriel Aghion, 1996), Le Placard (Francis Véber,
2000), and Chouchou (Merzak Allouache, 2003). Alongside this commercial strand, a series of small-budget alternative comedies and other
genre films have also challenged heteronormative conceptualizations of sexuality and gender. Films such as Sitcom (François Ozon, 1998),
L'Homme est une femme comme les autres (Jean-Jacques Zilbermann, 1997), Pourquoi pas moi? (Stéphane Giusti, 1999), Drôle de Félix
(Olivier Ducastel and Jacques Martineau, 2000), and Les Chansons d'amour (Christophe Honoré, 2007) portray desire as fluid and/or gender
as unfixed. With their use of parody and their blending of comedy with the musical, melodrama, romance or road movie, these and other
similar films have resonated with a burgeoning viewing public, tired of having to seek queerness in connotation, of appropriating marginal
characters in ostensibly straight narratives, and of tragedy and trauma as the principal modes of representation and spectator address.
This book provides an up-to-date introduction to and analysis of new women's writing in contemporary France including both new writers of
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the 1990s and their more established counterparts.
You'll never fall into the tourist traps when you travel with Frommer's. It's like having a friend show you around, taking you to the places locals
like besoot. Our expert authors have already gone everywhere you might go-they've done the legwork for you, and they're not afraid to tell it
like it is, saving you time and money. No other series offers candid reviews of so many hotels and restaurants in all price ranges. Every
Frommer's Travel Guide is up-to-date, with exact prices for everything, dozens of color maps, and exciting coverage of sports, shopping, and
nightlife. You'd be lost without us! Completely updated every year (unlike most of the competition), Frommer's Arizona 2002 features
gorgeous color photos of the state's spectacular scenery. Extremely detailed and personally researched, this is the most reliable and in-depth
guide you can buy for an Arizona adventure. From world-class golf resorts to authentic dude ranches, from stunning Southwestern-style
B&Bs to rustic lodges and secluded campgrounds, our authors have chosen the very best places to stay throughout the state, in all price
ranges. They'll show you the most scenic drives, and take you outdoors for desert hikes, superb golf, thrilling white-water rafting, horseback
riding, and more. Serious shoppers will appreciate our insider advice on finding the best of local art galleries and the most intriguing regional
crafts, rugs, and pottery. And of course, you'll discover where to find the best Mexican and Southwestern dining, from elegant resort
restaurants to roadside joints that offer great regional specialties and a mean margarita. With Frommer's in hand, you'll see all the highlights,
from glorious vistas of the Grand Canyon to the fanciful red-rock formations of Sedona, from the eerie monoliths of Monument Valley to the
silent splendors of the desert. You'll even get a free color fold-out map and an online directory that makes trip-planning a snap.
A study of theatrical depictions of illicit female sexuality, from seduction and prostitution to bigamy and adultery, from the beginning of the
nineteenth century through to the 1930s, revealing the extraordinary continuity and endurance of plots and situations which continue to
influence theatre and film today. Theatrical depictions of 'fallen' women served as moral warnings, but the performance history of these plays
also uncovers comic celebrations of femaleresourcefulness and pleasure, which attest to the challenging and subversive power of the theatre
and demonstrate playwrights' skill in evading the strictures of the stage censor. Offering a new understanding of plays by writers such as
Pinero, Maugham and Coward, it also encompasses a huge range oflong forgotten plays from across the nineteenth and twentieth centuries,
producing an entertaining and often surprising picture of the vital role played by theatre in presentation, attempted regulation and covert
celebration of women's sexuality.

People say the French stay slim thanks to their good wine and regular meals. This might prove to be the case, but the hottest
erotica currently being written flows from the sexy pens of French women of letters. On the basis that writers of erotica are often
known to find inspiration in their own lives and experiences, one can only draw certain conclusions! Dominique Aury under the
penname Pauline Reage wrote "The Story of O" in 1954 and opened the floodgates for a whole new, sulphurous tradition of
female erotica, since appropriated by female writers all over the world, including Anne Rice in the USA writing as A.N. Roquelaure.
But the wonderfully perverse imagination of French authors has continued unabated ever since, and the daughters of O are now
legions, including leading lights like Catherine Millet, Regine Deforges, Francoise Rey, Vanessa Duries, Florence Dugas, Alina
Reyes, and the famous fashion designer Sonia Rykiel, all of whom contributed to this collection. French literary sex is hot, elegant,
gently perverse, quietly shocking, and always arousing -- and these twenty-nine stories will leave no reader indifferent.
An up-to-date critical collection on the work of contemporary British novelist, Julian Barnes.
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Although the great French novelists of the last two centuries are widely read in America, there is a widespread notion that little of
importance has happened in the French literature since the heyday of Sartre, Camus, and the nouveau roman. Some might argue
that even well-read Americans are ignorant about what is happening in European literature generally. Certainly, there has never
been so few translations of foreign books in the United States, or so little coverage of foreign writers. Curious American readers
need new, up-to-date information and analyses about what is happening elsewhere. Paths to Contemporary French Literature is a
stimulating and much-needed guide to the major currents of one of the world's great literatures. This critical panorama of
contemporary French literature introduces English-language readers to over fifty important writers and poets, many of whom are
still little known outside of France. Emphasizing authors who are admired by their peers (as opposed to those with overnight
reputations), John Taylor offers a compelling insider's view. Their pioneering essays included in this book offer incisive analyses of
the ideas motivating current writing and delve into a writer's or poet's entire output. Although some names may be familiar, the
reader obtains fresh reappraisals of their seminal work. Especially noteworthy, however, are Taylor's lively introductions to many
other key writers who either have not yet crossed the English Channel, let alone the Atlantic. Combating the notion that French
literature is overtly intellectual, inaccessible, or interested only in formal experimentation, Taylor shows that many French writers
are instead acutely inquisitive about the outside world, shrewd observers of reality, even very funny. Although not conceived as a
"reference book," the volume possess some qualities of a reference work: a good bibliography, reliable dates and biographical
facts.
More than 700 alphabetically organized entries by an international team of contributors provide a fascinating survey of French
culture post 1945. Entries include: * advertising * Beur cinema * Coco Chanel * decolonization * écriture feminine * football *
francophone press * gay activism * Seuil * youth culture Entries range from short factual/biographical pieces to longer overview
articles. All are extensively cross-referenced and longer entries are 'facts-fronted' so important information is clear at a glance. It
includes a thematic contents list, extensive index and suggestions for further reading. The Encyclopedia will provide hours of
enjoyable browsing for all francophiles, and essential cultural context for students of French, Modern History, Comparative
European Studies and Cultural Studies.
Before his mysterious murder in 1975, Pier Paolo Pasolini had become famous—and infamous—not only for his groundbreaking
films and literary works but also for his homosexuality and criticism of capitalism, colonialism, and Western materialism. In Pier
Paolo Pasolini: Performing Authorship, Gian Maria Annovi revisits Pasolini's oeuvre to examine the author's performance as a way
of assuming an antagonistic stance toward forms of artistic, social, and cultural oppression. Annovi connects Pasolini's notion of
authorship to contemporary radical artistic practices and today's multimedia authorship. Annovi considers the entire range of
Pasolini's work, including his poetry, narrative and documentary film, dramatic writings, and painting, as well as his often
scandalous essays on politics, art, literature, and theory. He interprets Pasolini's multimedia authorial performance as a
masochistic act to elicit rejection, generate hostility, and highlight the contradictions that structure a repressive society. Annovi
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shows how questions of authorial self-representation and self-projection relate to the artist's effort to undermine the assumptions of
his audience and criticize the conformist practices that the culture industry and mass society impose on the author. Pasolini
reveals the critical potential of his spectacular celebrity by using the author's corporeal or vocal presence to address issues of
sexuality and identity, and through his strategic self-fashioning in films, paintings, and photographic portraits he destabilizes the
audience's assumptions about the author.
Scottish creative writing in the twentieth century was notable for its willingness to explore and absorb the literatures of other times
and other nations. From the engagement with Russian literature of Hugh MacDiarmid and Edwin Morgan, through to the interplay
with continental literary theory, Scottish writers have proved active participants in a diverse international literary practice. Scottish
criticism has, arguably, often been slow in appreciating the full extent of this exchange. Preoccupied with marking out its territory,
with identifying an independent and distinctive tradition, Scottish criticism has occasionally blinded itself to the diversity and range
of its writers. In stressing the importance of cultural independence, it has tended to overlook the many virtues of interdependence.
The essays in this book aim to offer a corrective view. They celebrate the achievement of Scottish writing in the twentieth century
by offering a wider basis for appreciation than a narrow idea of 'Scottishness'. Each essay explores an aspect of Scottish writing in
an individual foreign perspective; together they provide an enriching account of a national literary practice that has deep, and often
surprisingly complex, roots in international culture.

Although the great French novelists of the last two centuries are widely read in America, there is a widespread notion that
little of importance has happened in French literature since the heyday of Sartre, Camus, and the nouveau roman. Some
might argue that even well read Americans are ignorant about what is happening in European literature generally.
Certainly, there has never been so few translations of foreign books in the United States, or so little coverage of foreign
writers. Curious American readers need new, up-to-date information and analyses about what is happening elsewhere.
Paths to Contemporary French Literature is a stimulating and much-needed guide to the major currents of one of the
world's great literatures. This critical panorama of contemporary French literature introduces English-language readers to
over fifty important writers and poets, many of whom are still little known outside of France. Emphasizing authors who are
admired by their peers (as opposed to those with overnight reputations), John Taylor offers a compelling insider's view.
The pioneering essays included in this book offer incisive analyses of the ideas motivating current writing and delve into a
writer's or poet's entire output. Although some names may be familiar (Marguerite Duras, Hulne Cixous, Philippe
Jaccottet, Henri Michaux), the reader obtains fresh reappraisals of their seminal work. Especially noteworthy, however,
are Taylor's lively introductions to many other key writers who either have not yet crossed the English Channel, let alone
the Atlantic. Combating the notion that French literature is overtly intellectual, inaccessible, or interested only in formal
experimentation, Taylor shows that many French writers are instead acutely inquisitive about the outside world, shrewd
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observers of reality, even very funny. Although not conceived as a reference book, the volume possesses some qualities
of a reference work: a good bibliography, reliable dates and biographical facts. Paths to Contemporary French Literature
will be of interest to students of French literature and culture, literary scholars, and readers of contemporary fiction and
poetry.
The essays in this volume provide an overview and critical account of prevalent trends and theoretical arguments
informing current investigations into literary treatments of motherhood and aging. They explore how two key stages in
women’s lives—maternity and old age—are narrated and defined in fictions and autobiographical writings by contemporary
French and francophone women. Through close readings of Maryse Condé, Hélène Cixous, Zahia Rahmani, Linda Lê,
Pierrette Fleutieux, and Michèle Sarde, among others, these essays examine related topics such as dispossession,
female friendship, and women’s relationships with their mothers. By adopting a broad, synthetic approach to these two
distinct and defining stages in women’s lives, this volume elucidates how these significant transitional moments set the
stage for women’s evolving definitions (and interrogations) of their identities and roles.
Women Taking Risks in Contemporary Autobiographical Narratives explores the nature and effects of risk in selfnarrative representations of life events, and is an early step towards confronting the dearth of analysis on this subject.
The collection focuses on risk-taking as one of women’s articulations of authorial agency displayed in literary,
testimonial, photographic, travel and film documentary forms of autobiographical expression in French. Among many
themes, the book fosters discussion on matters of courage, strength, resilience, freedom, self-fulfillment, political
engagement, compassion, faith, and the envisioning of unconventional alliances that follow a woman’s stepping out of
her comfort zone. The fourteen essays included in this collection discuss works of women authors from North Africa, SubSaharan Africa, France and the Caribbean. They exemplify a variety of self-narratives that blur unified conceptualizations
of both identity and national belonging. They address questions about women writers’ attitudes towards risk and their
willingness to change the status quo. They also explore the many personal and public forms in which agency manifests
through risk-taking engagements; the ways in which women challenge the conventional wisdom about feminine reserve
and aversion to danger; the multiplicity of seen and unforeseen consequences of risk taking; the all-too-frequent lack of
recognition of female courage; the overcoming of obstacles by taking risks; and, frequently, the amelioration of women’s
lives. Addressing both the broader context of the study of risk and the more specific areas of female expression and
autobiography in Francophone cultures, this collection is attractive to a diverse audience with the potential to cross
disciplines and inform a wide body of research. A number of the essays deal with issues born in postcolonial
circumstances. This examination of the elucidation of marginalized voices should prove enlightening to an array of
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scholars researching specific ethnic, sexual, gender, and general subjects related to identity. In making inroads towards
expanding the well-developed area of risk studies into the humanities, this collection makes an important contribution that
has the potential to promote a variety of cross-disciplinary research including examinations of the psychology and
sociology behind chauvinism, personal expression, and formative experiences.
Despite a number of broad surveys of contemporary French fiction that have appeared in the last decade or so, the
question of the nouveau roman's literary legacy remains an under-researched field. Thresholds of Meaning offers
evidence not only of a reworking of certain traditional themes, but also of a reinstatement of meaning at the center of
literary inquiry. Drawing on the fields of sociology, anthropology, and psychology, Jean Duffy argues that this
preoccupation with meaning concerns not only the processes of its production within a work, but also the processes by
which it is produced in the real world, including the various linguistic and gestural codes by which a community
communicates, the customs a community assumes, and the rituals that it observes.
With democratization of fame in the wake of the French Revolution, writers enjoyed ever greater celebrity status. But in
nineteenth-century France, the availability and perceived impermanence of such renown cheapened it, and prompted
longing for enduring fame, exemplified by monuments - commemorative sculptural or architectural works, helping a
nation in flux define itself, its past, and anticipated future. Within this cultural climate, there evolved an ideal of great
writers and their work as immortal, that envisioned literary greatness through the metaphor of monuments and
monumentality. study draws upon wide-ranging evidence, from journalism to poetry, caricature to statuary. Focusing on
the lives, work, and fame of Honore de Balzac, George Sand, and Victor Hugo, it uncovers the salient features, and
traces the rise and fall of this monumentalizing vision of literary greatness, largely forgotten today yet so central to
nineteenth-century French culture. North Carolina State University.
Chain of Fools traces the art of slapstick comedy from its pre-cinema origins in the ancient pantomime through its silent
movie heyday in the teens and twenties, then on to talkies, television, and the internet. Author Trav S.D. mixes a wicked
wit, a scholar’s curiosity, and a keen critical appreciation for laugh-makers through the ages, from classical clowns like
Joseph Grimaldi to comedy kings like Mack Sennett, Charlie Chaplin, Harold Lloyd and Buster Keaton…to more recent
figures, from Red Skelton, Sid Caesar and Ernie Kovacs to Adam Sandler, Jim Carrey and Steve Carell…all the way down
to the teenagers on YouTube whose backyard antics bring us full circle to slapstick’s beginnings. This valentine to the
great clowns contains enough insights and surprises to open the eyes of even life-long comedy fans.
Although the great French novelists of the last two centuries are widely read in America, there is a widespread notion that little of importance
has happened in French literature since the heyday of Sartre, Camus, and the nouveau roman. Some might argue that even well read
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Americans are ignorant about what is happening in European literature generally. Certainly, there has never been so few translations of
foreign books in the United States, or so little coverage of foreign writers. Curious American readers need new, up-to-date information and
analyses about what is happening elsewhere. Paths to Contemporary French Literature is a stimulating and much-needed guide to the major
currents of one of the world's great literatures. This critical panorama of contemporary French literature introduces English-language readers
to over fifty important writers and poets, many of whom are still little known outside of France. Emphasizing authors who are admired by their
peers (as opposed to those with overnight reputations), John Taylor offers a compelling insider's view. The pioneering essays included in this
book offer incisive analyses of the ideas motivating current writing and delve into a writer's or poet's entire output. Although some names may
be familiar (Marguerite Duras, HÚlÞne Cixous, Philippe Jaccottet, Henri Michaux), the reader obtains fresh reappraisals of their seminal work.
Especially noteworthy, however, are Taylor's lively introductions to many other key writers who either have not yet crossed the English
Channel, let alone the Atlantic. Combating the notion that French literature is overtly intellectual, inaccessible, or interested only in formal
experimentation, Taylor shows that many French writers are instead acutely inquisitive about the outside world, shrewd observers of reality,
even very funny. Although not conceived as a reference book, the volume possesses some qualities of a reference work: a good
bibliography, reliable dates and biographical facts. Paths to Contemporary French Literature will be of interest to students of French literature
and culture, literary scholars, and readers of contemporary fiction and poetry.
Ooh la La!Contemporary French Erotica by WomenRunning PressBook Pub
The author of Bonjour, Happiness! offers a revealing foray into French femininity with beauty and style secrets from the women of Paris and
beyond. French women seem to have a special knack for life's most important things—food, love, raising children. And in matters of beauty
and style, they appear to be at an unfair advantage. But the truth is that French women are not born more attractive than anyone else—and
everything they know can be learned. French women learn at a young age how to feel beautiful, confident, and sexy, inside and out. It's an
allure that outlasts youth—in fact, some of France's most celebrated women are femmes d'un certain âge. Growing up, Jamie Cat Callan had
a French grand-mère to instruct her on style, grooming, and genuinely liking her reflection in the mirror. Now she shares that wisdom along
with advice from other French women on fragrance, image consulting, makeup, and more. “This charming foray into French femininity will
make a perfect cadeau for any Francophile lady.” —Publishers Weekly
This accessible textbook offers students the opportunity to explore for themselves a wide range of sociolinguistic issues relating to the French
language and its role in societies around the world. It is written for undergraduate students who have a sound practical knowledge of French
but who has little or no knowledge of linguistics or sociolinguistics. It combines text with practical exercises and discussion questions to
stimulate readers to think for themselves and to tackle specific problems. In Part One Rodney Ball looks at the diversity of the Frenchspeaking world and the function of French in particular countries and regions, including Switzerland, Belgium and Canada. He explores its
status in relation to other languages and its role in intercommunity relations. In Part Two the focus shifts to individual language features and
among topics explored are regional speech forms, the differences between written and spoken French, the `social meaning' of different styles
and levels of language, and French used by immigrants. Part Three looks at recent developments in the French language particularly in
France itself. Key features of this book: * Informative and comprehensive: covers a wide range of current issues * Practical: contains a variety
of graded exercises and tasks plus an index of terms * Topical and contemporary: deals with current situations and provides up-to-date
illustrative material * Thought-provoking: encourages students to reflect and research for themselves Rodney Ball is a lecturer in French in
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the School of Modern Languages, Southampton University. He teaches General Linguistics and French Sociolinguistics, on which he has
published a number of articles, and is involved in designing practical courses.
Rouget de Lisle's famous anthem, La marseillaise, admirably reflects the confidence and enthusiasm of the early years of the French
Revolution. But the effects on music of the Revolution and the events that followed it in France were more far-reaching than that. Hymns,
chansons and even articles of the Constitution set to music in the form of vaudevilles all played their part in disseminating Revolutionary
ideas and principles; music education was reorganized to compensate for the loss of courtly institutions and the weakened maitrises of
cathedrals and churches. Opera, in particular, was profoundly affected, in both its organization and its subject matter, by the events of 1789
and the succeeding decade. The essays in this book, written by specialists in the period, deal with all these aspects of music in Revolutionary
France, highlighting the composers and writers who played a major role in the changes that took place there. They also identify some of the
traditions and genres that survived the Revolution, and look at the effects on music of Napoleon's invasion of Italy.
This book provides a wide-ranging analysis of French Jewish authors born after the Shoah and traces the development of the rich agenda of
jeune littérature juive (young Jewish writing) from its beginnings in the late 1970s, into the 1980s and 1990s, when it gained intense
momentum. Thomas Nolden uses a wealth of biographical information to expound on his central thesis: the abrupt interruption of
transmission of the Jewish heritage by assimilation, migration, and near-extermination required these writers to reinvent themselves, their
past, and their memories as Jews. Nolden provides concise readings of the fiction of more than two dozen writers of both Sephardic and
Ashkenazi background living in present-day France. He demonstrates how contemporary Jewish writing has responded historically, culturally,
politically, and aesthetically to developments in French society and in Jewish culture. His critical analysis of the major themes, concerns, and
stylistic features of the authors' work connects Jewish writing in France to the traditions of Jewish writing both during the Diaspora and in
Israel.
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